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1. Introduction 

By 1971, as many academic economists were predicting the collapse of 
the Bretton \Y/ oods system of fixed parities, others, most notably Mil
ton Friedman, were euphoric about the prospect of a floating system.' 
The main reason for this euphoria was that only with exchange rate 
flexibility could the benefits of international capital mobility be 
reaped without sacrificing the freedom of pursuing domestic stabiliza
tion goals.' These economists argued that a floating exchange rate sys
tem was in itself a sufficient condition to give unequivocal results and 
was superior to the fixed parity system prevailing at the time. Yet 
twenty-five years later there is still no consensus as to the superiority 
of any one system and 'experiments' with different exchange rate sys
tems abound. The countries of the EU are moving towards a single 
currency; Argentina and Hong Kong are touting the benefits of a 
fixed rate system through a currency board; while some advocate a re
turn to the Bretton \Y/ oods system of fixed exchange rates and others 
continue to support a floating system. At the same time, financial cri
ses are ever apparent on the international landscape. It is far from 
clear to what extent these crises have been due to rapid financialliber-

D The George \V-ashington University, International Business Department, 
Washington (USA). . 

· To the extent that this survey contains any good ideas they are invariably due 
to his teacher Franco Modigliani, but as usual the author remains responsible for any 
shortcomings. 

1 Writing in June of 1971 (but published in September), we also predicted the 
collapse and argued for a system of crawling pegs, see Modigliani and Askari (1971). 

2 For details, see Modigliani and Askari {1973). 
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alization, inconsistent macroeconomic policies or to exchange ar
rangements. It appears that the experience of the last twenty-five years 
may have raised more questions than answers. This may be a good 
time to take stock and learn from that experience. 

2. The fixed and floating system experience 

The central lesson from the Bretton \'\loads system was that with 
fixed parities there is a unique relationship between the domestic 
price level and the price level in the rest of the world (that is, a unique 
real exchange rate) which is consistent with freedom of capital 
movements, balance of payments equilibrium and full employment. 
Theoretically, countries can simultaneously enjoy full employment 
and balance of payments equilibrium if they adjust parities to reflect 
divergences in economic policies, or if they coordinate economic 
policies so as to achieve a unique price level and real exchange rates 
while maintaining fixed nominal parities. Practically, it may be diffi
cult for governments to know when and by how much to adjust ex
change rates, and to determine which policies should and could be 

coordinated. 
Under any exchange rate system, there is an appropriate real ex-

change rate that is needed to transfer resources from a country with 
excess full-employment national savings to a country with an inade
quate level of savings (at an appropriate common interest rate) - that 
is, to close what is commonly referred to as the 'resource gap'. In a 
fixed parity system with capital mobility, a country suffering from 
unemployment and wage rigidity cannot count on raising demand 
through lower interest rates, because its domestic rate cannot be sig
nificantly lower than those prevailing in the world market. Any sig
nificant difference would lead to an outward movement of capital and 
hence a loss of reserves which could not be tolerated for long. Thus 
the differential and its duration would have to be limited and would 
depend on the responsiveness of capital movements to the (covered) 

interest spread. 
Under a flexible exchange rate system with international mobil-

ity of capital, an expansionary monetary policy, in theory, will result 
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in a _re~ucti~n of domestic interest rates and a depreciation of the 
n~~~~a exc ange rate as capital endeavors to move abroad in search 
~ Jg. er retur?s. Under. t~ese conditions, the resource gap is satisfied 

y an mcrease m domestic mvestment (due to lower d . . t ) d b h omestlc Interest 
ra es an y t e transfer of the rest resulting from h!"gh (d h d · · er net exports 

(h~eh to t e eprec!)atwn ?f the real exchange rate). This latter effect 
Jg er net exports reqmres a depreciation of the real ex h 

(real exchange rate flexibility:' which "II h c ange rate • • J Wl occur to t e extent that do-
mestic wages and pnces are unchan d 
portionately less than the nominal :=ch' anor, at any( raalte, change ?r?
• ) J I h b . ge rate re wage fleXJbJ!-
Jty . n t e a sence of capital mobility fleXJ"bl h · d . ' e exc ange rates would 
It w~s argue .' hpefurnllt countries to adopt a monetary policy that wa~ 
cons1stent Wit ll em 1 d b I . Th I . ~ oy'?~nt an a ance of payments equilib-
rmm. ese cone uswns 1mphc t1 d h . . "d . h . I y assume t at nommal wages were 
ng1 wit respect to pnce chan 1 . h b ges, at east to moderate changes that 
mJg t e expected from a limited devaluation (and that f . d 
was a modest share of GDP). orelgn tra e 

I . h n practice, t e results of a monetary expansion b . "f" 
candy altered b infl · d may e s1gm 1-f . r at!OIJ an exchange rate expectations on the part 
oh mvestors an speculators. If the expectation of future foreign ex
change rates and inflation are inelastic with respect to the spot rate 
t el sp?t rate kwoulhd tend to fall to the point where the expected re: 
va uanon rna es t e expect d d . . ld f f . 1 h d . . e omestlc YJe o ore1gn investment 
equa to t e omestl~ yield, and the domestic yield to foreign inves
:o~ equ~l to the foreign yield (interest rate parity). But if inflationary 
r~t exc l~nfe rate exp~ctations are changed, the change in the spot 

I 
e cou f e subs_tantlally more pronounced. Allowing further for 

a most per ect capital mob T d 1 k f cred "b T . I .'ty an a ac o macroeconomic policy 
h1 1 tty as perce1ved by mvestors and speculators the impact on 

exct ange rdates of a mone:ary expansion can be sev~re in a floating 
sys em, an monetary poh . h d . . 

I 
. cy may not m t e en ach1eve tts expected 

resu ts m terms of 0 t t d 1 u pu an emp oyment. An expansionary mane-

3 \Vhile countries have some de f I . _ change rates may overshoot th . ~:ee_o contro over thetr monetary policy, ex-
the fact that asset mark t 1 etr fqm tb}mm levels. Overshooting is a by-product of 
~ove in rates to clear a~s!t c ear k astebet tan goods markets, which implies a wider 
rtum, excess demand 

0 
iarf ets, cause when goods markets are near equilib

not likely. This is. ratio~ai"G;hY . or m~tJY and other fin~ncial assets are possible, if 
destabilizing. avlOr an oes not necessanly mean that speculation is 
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. be erceived as a shift in the country's infl~tio? ob-
:ar~ pol~cy may . pfl . expectations, and thus resultmg m an 
Jecttve, mcreasmg m attonary Th t a1 bank may try to put an 
excessive fall in ~he elxcht.anngebyra;~singe sc~:r;-term interest rates, but it 

d to an over-ueva ua to ) 
en well find that it must raise them (as well as long-term rates ~o a 
~~~~ even higher than that of the starting point. Thus: :"hat may a~: 
b . ned through additional international competmveness .may 

I 
een gat than lost through the higher interest rates. An mcreasde 
ost or more ' . . · t t an 
. , rates would have a negattve tmpact on m:es men 
m long-term d f' . h' h would further increase mterest rates, 
on government e tctt, w tc 
initiating a vicious circle. 

3. Some practical lessons 

I h f fixed rates countries were reluctant to adjust parities as 
n t e case o ' wr d tern However 

· ed by the architects of the Bretton woo s sys h. I f, 
envtsag . k f (b they t e resu t o 
they could not forever restst mar et orces e I . ) I the end 

. macroeconomic fundamentals or specu anon . ~ . 
ch~tpngwere adJ'usted but usually after mounting speculatton and d h
pan tes ' · · · 1 art ue to 
nancial crises. The reluctance to adjus.t panttes wasi;~n;r;~ aevalue be-
several distinct impedimebnts. hCoulntnes ~e:~ ~f:lure of government 

h' ld be seen y t e e ectora e I 
cause t tS cou. . . d f t of the party in the next e ec-

p.olicie~~'hi::a~~~~~~f:;l~~: ~~arf/~vervalued, countries, esdpecalially 
uons. w b h ught a US ev ua-
F W

ere unwilling to revalue ecause t ey .so . d 
ranee, . h altgnments were ue 

tion to make t~e p~litical pmnt t a~curre:~~tfc'~~ly, it was difficult to 

to US ~cono:c nu~~any ~~:'e~~ch ~~e ~just parities. These difficul
deternune w en an . . d ld be even more pro b-
. d others associated wtth ftxe rates, wou . r 

ttes, ~ d b f the importance of macroecononuc po tcy 
lemattc to ay ecause o I . 

credibility, increasi~g capit~~ myoc~~;,ri:~~~e~: :~~:~te the need for 
At the same ttme, po tc . . . d r 

parity realignment was difficu!t at best. In the ftrst mstru;c.e,;i~a~~r=.' 
to coordinate policies countnes must agree on a set o m 

; Dornbusch and Frankel (1987). 
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While a number of indicators have been discussed as candidates, infla
tion and unemployment may be the most prominent. But the G-7 ex
perience has shown that it is politically difficult to agree even on in
flation and unemployment targets. Moreover, academic research has 
cast some doubt on both the benefits and the practical feasibility of 
policy coordination. It is difficult to agree on an appropriate model of 
the world economy, and even then it is unclear whether the model is 
in fact the correct model; the diagnosis of economic conditions differs 
from country to country, and economic objectives are different 
among countries.' Some have argued that the benefits from policy co
ordination may be minor.6 If this were not enough, others have ar
gued that cooperation in monetary policy may even be counterpro
ductive.7 These practical difficulties of a fixed exchange rate system 
have been further compounded by the increasing mobility of capital 
with respect to interest rate differentials. 

Although some may have exaggerated the benefits of a floating 
system early on, there were a few strongly-held expectations.' Four of 
the most important expectations deserve mention. First, countries 
would be able to pursue an independent course of monetary policy in 
support of full employment and price stability, and would be insu
lated from foreign economic disturbances. Second, the movement in 
exchange rates would more likely be determined by economic fun
damentals (purchasing power parity), namely, it would tend to make 
relatively rigid domestic price levels consistent with the equilibrium 
real rate. Third, international imbalances would be adjusted through 
the transfer of resources from countries experiencing an excess of full
employment national savings to countries with an inadequate level of 
savings. Finally, the increased risk associated with floating rates 
would lead to a reduction of safe speculative gains, which would in 
turn result in a reduction in disruptive speculation and thus fewer in
ternational financial crises. These expectations might have been 
largely fulfilled had it not been for massive international financial lib
eralization (without the proper regulatory and supervisory structure) 

5 
Frankel {1987b). 

~ Oudiz and Sachs {1984). 
Rogoff (1985). 

8 
For listing of ten such presumptions, see Frankel and Dornbusch (1987). 
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and the problems associated with increasing capital mobility, macro
economic policy credibility and its associated risk premia, and the 
downward stickiness of real wages (and to some extent prices).' 

An additional factor limiting monetary policy independence has 
been the behavior of real wages. Under conditions of strong real wage 
rigidity (for example, when labor contracts are formulated in real 
terms through escalator clauses), monetary policy will be ineffective 
under both fixed and flexible exchange rates because the central bank 
has no control over real wages. If the exogenously given real wage 
rates are too high in terms of world prices, unemployment cannot be 
avoided. If the central bank tries to expand the money supply to re
duce interest rates above the real exchange rate, the result will be an 
inflationary spiral. If the central bank attempts to stop the inflation
ary spiral, the result will be unemployment; if it accommodates the 
inflation, the result will be more inflation. Under these circum
stances, the country cannot enjoy price stability with full employ
ment. Thus flexible rates (or fixed rates) cannot ensure policy inde
pendence if real wages are unresponsive to changes in exchange rates. 

Exchange rates have been more volatile than anyone expected. 
There has been a great deal of short-term volatility and large cyclical 
movements. During the period from January 1960 to December 1970, 
for example, the dollar-mark exchange rate variability (as measured by 
the average standard deviation of three-month changes in percent) was 

9 Macroeconomic policy credibility is essentially the notion that the market 
demands a risk premia for holding currencies that are issued by countries whose mac
roeconomic record are not credible. (For a comprehensive survey of policy credibil
ity see Amano et al. 1998. The authors define policy credibility as ""the extent to 
which agents believe that policy makers will carry out their announced plan (or in 
the absence of explicit announcements, the extent to which they believe that current 
policies will continue into the future)". For a discussion of the empirical issues re· 
garding the quantification of credibility, see SOderlind and Svensson 1997.) Credibil· 
ity C."\n have a number of dimensions. The most prominent factors, however, are pre· 
sumed to be past inflation record, size of public deficits, size of public debt, and the 
degree of independence of the central bank (see Bank for International Settlements 
1995, pp. 87·89). Significant levels of historical inflation can be interpreted by finan· 
cial markets as an absence of political resolve to fight inflation. Hi~h budgetary defi. 
cits and public debt may be seen as incompatible with low inflauon. The BIS sup· 
ports this assertion by pointing out that there was "a close relationship of the size of 
the increase in long·term interest rates last year (1994) to both average inflation in the 
1984.93 period and government budget deficits" (ibid., p. 87) This observation sug· 
gests that credibility is associated with long·term performance and cannot be readily 
established in the short run. 
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1.52, as compared to 5 87 durin th . d f . 
cember 1996 to I : l g e peno rom Apnl 1973 to De-
real exchang~ ra~t:;st~ng y enough, the average standard deviation of 

5. 86. These facts wo~l~~~~?c:::'ilie p~io~ were respectively 1.7~ and 
movements in real exchange rates t~:t r~~mg rhtes ?ave not achieved 
damentals. Daily movements f 1 ect c angmg econoiDic fun-
change rates, weekly move o ofr more percentage points in ex-

hl ments o over 5 percenta . d 
mont y movements of 10 · d ge points, an 
dented. Over longer peri~~:n:~=~e ::;.~re have not bee? unpr~ce
?'ovements. The periods 1979-85 and 1985~90 b~:~e dramati~ cyclical 
mg the earlier period the d ll . rve mentwn. Dur-

' o ar contmuously ap · d · h vengeance- from DM 1 7315 h d f preciate wn a 
end of 1984. In the latt~r ~~ e :n ° 1979 to DM 3.1800 at the 
gains and stood at DM 1 4~~I 'ht e ~oll;r more than reversed its 
movements in exchange .rates ~~~r e en o. 1990. Such .large cyclical 
hardly be considered desirabl t a relatively short time span can 
in response to differences in e o. ~cc':n;dobdate real resource transfers 
countries. Economic fund social Ydie s etween the US and other 

amenta s o not chan · kl 
dramatically; and empirical results also . d' ge hso qmc y or so 
chan~es cannot be explained by fundam::ta~~~~e ~ at ex~h;"ge rate 
explam such large movements . h · ur mo e s cannot 
and the sheer size of dail f . m ex\ ange rates. While speculation 
the cause of significant dJl ofleign e~c a~ge (Fx) transactions may be 

y uctuations m exchange rate 1 
term movements defy expl . A h s, even ong-

anatwn. t t e same ti h 1 1' cal movements are likely t . 1 . . me, sue arge eye I-
real sector. o mvo ve senous adjustment costs for the 

What have we learned ab h b h . 
fixed and flexible t ) F d out t e e ~vior of speculation under 
ments . h ra es. Ixe rates essentially lead to linear move-

In exc ange rates and exch · 1 
economic policies diver e b ange ns < may.not be transpar~nt. As 
large devaluations even!all etween t:Vo c?untnes, pressures bmld up, 
and further d 1 . b !' ensue, mflationary expectations increase 

eva uatwns nng on a cur . . Fl 'bl to non-1' . rency cnsis. eJ<I e rates lead 
mear movements m exchange risk and exchange risk is always 

---
10 

More recently in October 1998 h d II . 
the yen over a two-day eriod S h • t e ? ar deprectated by almost 20% against 
t? .do with a change in £nda~en~~ls b~;:atdc change in ex~hat;tge rates had nothing 
Stttons (borrowings in yen) Fina . I fi s ue to the unwmdmg of speculative po
exch~rge rates, even for tw~ curre~c~ies ows! hot the he~ economy, drive short-term 

Frankel and Dornbusch (1987, /Iz)~Ig ty as t e ollar and the yen. 
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apparent. As such there is a presumption that concentrated specula
tion and currency crises are much less likely under flexible rates. 
There is no doubt that the sheer size of daily Fx transactions would 
indicate that speculation in foreign exchange is very large. In fact, the 
daily transactions (eliminating double counting) are multiples of in
ternational trade in goods and services or of international movements 
of long-term capital." Moreover, contrary to Friedman's armchair 
theorizing (as opposed to empirical evidence) that speculation must be 
stabilizing (as destabilizing speculators would be driven out of the 
market through bankruptcy), Frankel and Dornbusch's survey indi
cate otherwise. n 

In sum, although most of the lessons are standard, many of the 
aforementioned are invariably ignored by policy makers. In the case 
of a fixed system, adjustments in parity are required from time to 
time; it may be difficult to know when and by how much io adjust 
parities, but it is invariably better to do it early and to err as to timing 
and size rather than to wait for speculators to force adjustments. Al
though it may be difficult for governments to agree on policy objec
tives and coordination, it may be still better to do something than to 
do nothing. The importance of doing something, such as coordinating 
unemployment and inflation targets, is critical in the face of high 
capital mobility and macroeconomic policy credibility as perceived 
by financial markets. A high degree of capital mobility combined 
with the importance of policy credibility has reduced many of the ex
pected benefits of a floating system. Countries must adopt and sustain 
consistent policies in order to establish market credibility. For effec
tive economic adjustments, a change in the real exchange rate is what 
matters. If nominal wages fully adjust to price changes, then there is 
no room for monetary policy independence under a fixed or a floating 
system. Earlier, many economists assumed that fixed or floating rates 
were sufficient conditions to lead to specific results. This is not the 
case. Wage behavior (as well as capital mobility and macroeconomic 
policy credibility) can reverse standard prescriptions. In the next sec
tion, we take a brief look at some recent examples - the operations of 
the EMS and the move towards a single currency, Italy's recent expe-

12 Frankel and Dornbusch (1987, p. 22). 
B Frankel and Dornbusch (1987, p. 19). Although Friedman's assertion was 

based on mere theorizing, the issue must be clearly settled empirically. 
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rience the Can d · · . z ' d h .a ta.n expenence, the expenence of the CF A Franc 
o:~~mane otf tehcnses II~ ~he countries in East Asia - to further elaborate 

ese rea tttes. 

4. Country and regional cases 

4.1. The European experience 

Given the lessons of Bretton Woods what d'd h £ , measures 1 t e EMS in 
~rhorate to! sa eguard agai.nst ~peculation, financial disruptions and 

? unemp oyment (or htgh mflation)? The EMS b d d 
wtder, the system w d . . an was ma e 
both b I b ~s ma e symmetnc (mtervention was to be done 

tr I b ykcentrah Ian s at the upper end of the band as well as by cen-
a an s at t e ower end as d h 

where the US d'd h . oppose tot e Bretton Woods system 
11 EMS I . not ave to Intervene, and intervention was to be in 

a . currenct~s), the role of policy coordination was ex licit! 
re~ogmzed (the 'dtver?~nce !ndicator could trigger policy adju~tme!t 
~ en a ~ountry s poliCies dtverged from the EMS average)' and re u
ar ,n;eeti?gs of central banks were envisaged to coordinate monet:r 
~i~~~;e~ ~nter~st ~ate and price behavior). Were these safeguards sufr[ 

. rzort, t ere were reasons to question whether any of these 
~::s:es alonb~ w?uld have been sufficient, but it was clearly 'hoped' 

e com Illation would be en h h' h 
bility b 1 f oug to ac teve exc ange rate sta-
gro ;h a a~ce o . p;;rments equilibrium, sufficient real economic 
haswb ' mho e~:,te In ation, and full employment. The overall result 

een t at western Eur ' · f up t . opes economtc per ormance has not lived 
o expectations. In comparison to US . f 

Eur h h. economic per ormance out::te as a~ te~ed more rapid productivity growth, but has had 
US I< A~ro;t an !abor force growth commensurate to those of the 
wag. es dt ehsamfe ttmle, Europe has had much faster growth in real 

an t ere ore ower emplo h ( . h . large 1 yment growt wit Increasingly 
ties hr unemp oymdent), especially in the 1990s. Simultaneously pari-

ave come un er press 1 . . ' 
and f · l d' . ure, resu ting In speculative capital flows 

tnancia tsrupttons. 

14 Th' ts section relies heavily on Modigliani (1996). 
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Although the unemployment rate was much lower in the EU 
than in the US in the 1960s (2.2% versus 5.2%) and in th~ 1970s (4.2% 
versus 6 4%) it was significantly higher in the EU dunng the 1980s 
(9.6% v~rsu; 7.1 %) and especially in the 1990s (10.0% ~ersus 6.6%):" 
Some (e.g. Dreze 1995), summarizing a line of reasor:mg popular m 
Europe, have attributed this development t': su~ply s1de facto_rs (un
ion power and rapid rise in real compen_satwn 1': Europe), w1th the 
rise in real wages resulting in a slower mcrease 11_1 emplo_yment be
cause of substitution of capital for labor, reduced mt_ern~t.wnal com
petitiveness, and lower investment due to lower p:of1tabli1ty. ?ther_s 
(e.g. Modigliani 1996) have argued that the culpnt has been ms~ffl
cient aggregate demand due to very tight German monet~ry pohcy, 
coupled with the fixed parity system and ex~cerbate? by h1gh resp~n
siveness of capital flow to :eal inte_re_s~ ra~e d_,ffere~mals and by the m
creasing importance of pohcy cred1b1lity m fmanc1al markets. 

The major thrust of the supply side argument is focused on_ the 
rapid increase in the EU's real compensation p~r employee smce 
1960." While the increase in European real wages smce 1960 ?as been 
much higher than that of the US, it is not as pronounce~ m every 
sub-period; 1970s - 2.9% per year in the EU ~ersus 0.6% m the US; 
1980s- 0.9% per year in the EU versus 0.7% m the US; and 1990s-
0.9% in the EU versus 1.2% in the US.17 Thus, w~ile there ~as been a 
significantly higher real wage growth i1_1 the EU smce 1960, It has not 
been markedly different since 1980. It 1s, th~refore, no~ clear that the 
higher unemployment rate in the EU (relanve to th~t m the US) has 
been caused by more rapid growth in real wages dunng the 1980s and 

1990s. 

15 In fact the unemployment rate in the EU has been consistently higher than 
that in the us in every year since 1983; it is.noteworthy that from 1979 to 1?85,;fe 
US dollar appreciated by roughly 100% ag?mst the maJOr Ekuropean ~~~~~es.. ld 
data in this section on the European expenence has been ta en from tg tam an 

Askari (1997b). d · · · h ' 
16 While this is the major argument for the supply. nven posltlon, ot e~s are z, 

generous welfare provisions for the unemployed and htgh taxes to cover soltal pro
rams resulting in a narrowing spread between take-ho~e pay and unemp_oyment 

~nefits and thus a reduction in the inc~mtive to w~xk; .u) the rol~ of the lony,-te:m 
unemployed; iit) mismatch of available jobs and sk,Us;_ tv) l?ss of jObs to tevd o1t1 
countries· v) effect of minimum wage; and more. Modtgham {1996) l~as t ute a o 
these with the exception of the minimum wage which would be unhke y to account 
for such a significant difference between EU and US unemployment rates. . 

17 Thus while there has been a significantly higher real wage growth m the EU 
since 1960, it has not been markedly different since 1980. 
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Even if rapid growth in real wages could be the cause of the high 
unemployment rate in Europe, rapid productivity increase in Europe 
could m fact ~a':'e '?ore th_an offset this negative effect on employ
ment. As Mod1gham has pomted out, there is an often forgotten iden
tity which explains the change in the real wage rate:" 

!1 real wage rate = !1 productivity + !;. labor share of income. 

For the EU aggregate, the share of wages in output was largely 
s:a?le over the 196?s, indicating commensurate real wage and produc
tivity growth; dunng the decade of the 1970s, the share of wages in
creased by 1.3% over the entire period, indicating that real wages 
grew faster than productivity; decreasing by 2.4% in the 1980s, and by 
anoth~r 2.1% from 1991 to 1995, indicating that real wage grew sys
tematically less than productivity; and this phenomenon has been 
even more pronounced in the 1990s. On the basis of these facts, it is 
not clear that rapid real wage growth has been the cause of Europe's 
high unemployment rate. 

These same observations are further supported by real unit la
bor cost figures. From 1980 to 1995, the real unit labor cost has de
clined from 100 to 86.4 in the EU, whereas in the US the decline was 
to 99.2. _A hig~ level of real labor compensation does not go hand in 
hand wnh a h1gh unemployment rate. Moreover, the country with 
the highest increase (as opposed to the large decrease for the EU as a 
whole) in unit labor costs in the EU, Luxembourg, had the lowest 
unemployment rate in the EU; and the UK, which had the second 
worst record in unit labor cost, had the third lowest unemployment 
rate. 

In Europe one thing is clear, output has not grown fast enough 
to absorb the growing labor force. Simply stated: 

!;. potential output = !;. productivity + !;. labor force. 

The crisis of high unemployment in the EU is due to the slow 
growth of output, at a rate far below its potential growth. The slow 
growth in output can, in large part, be explained by insufficient ag
g_regate demand. The low level of aggregate demand, in turn, is due to 
t1g!'t fl_'Onetary policy (resulting in high real interest rates and damp
enmg mvestment) emanating from Germany's tight policy and the 

18 See Modigliani (1996). 
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. . . d ari to the DM by some EU conn
commitment to mamtam .fixe. ~F ty Fort' policy." The decade of 

· 11 F e w1th 1ts ranc . I tries, espeCia y ranc . 11 fxed parities and htt e or no 
the 1990s, characterized by e,s_s~nuat y chll'eve ;cceptable levels of em-

. . f tary po 1c1es o a d' · coordmatwn o mone , . . od f r the EU. Coor man on 

Ployment, was a difficult econodnuc peln d l·noto the pursuit of similar 
I. · · the en trans ate . . 

of monetary po 1c:: 1~ m . .
1 

. policies are akin to s1m1lar wage 
. d hews· slnu ar pnce d . 

pnce an wage po ' I . h' between wages an pnces. 
policies given the close re auons IP 

4.2. Italy 
. . further confirms the above lesso:-'s and 

The recent Itahan expenence . h. f wage behavior to pohcy op
also shows the important relan.on~ 1p o s were fortunately quite rigid 
tions. In the case of Italy, n?mma wage h' ch provides the· most fa-

. . 'd 1995 Circumstance w I . h 
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system, the Bundesbank was still pursuing a very tight interest policy. 
In an effort to attract capital to finance the current account deficit, It
aly had set rates appreciably higher at around 14%. It was hoped that 
by floating and being prepared for a substantial depreciation, it would 
be possible for the central bank to achieve lower interest rates. But 
Italian macroeconomic policies were not credible in financial markets. 
Thus interest rates remained extremely high till the middle of 1993. 
They then declined. This was caused by a decline in foreign interest 
rates; the nominal interest differential with the DM did fall a little, 
but even that partly reflected a substantial decline in the Italian rate of 
inflation relative to the German rate. The differential between the 
real rates remained at around 2 percentage points from 1994 to 1996, 
with most of this risk premium reflecting a perceived exchange risk 
because issues of Italian government debt denominated in strong for
eign currencies (and therefore carrying no exchange risk) were only at 
a small premium (sometimes 20 to 30 basis points) to that of the local 
government. Only in 1997 did the nominal spread on long-term 
bonds decline to as low as 150 basis points, with the real spread even 
lower, but this was, in good part, because of the sharp decline in infla
tion and the stern financial·measures achieved by the new Italian gov
ernment. These measures convinced the market that Italy, after re
entering the EMS, would be able to enter the fixed-rate system of 
Maastricht from the beginning, by which time Italian interest rates 
would be down to the German level. 

Floating enabled Italy to secure an enormous improvement in 
its current account balance, as a series of lucky circumstances caused 
wages and prices to respond only marginally to the large devaluation, 
thus turning the nominal devaluation into a real one. The effect of the 
real devaluation was extremely positive, enabling the country to 
move from a very negative to a strongly positive current account bal
ance, both permitting the repayment of the debt accumulated during 
the period of overvaluation and providing support for employment. 
But, unfortunately, this gain was offset by the high nominal and real 
interest rates caused by the devaluation-induced inflation (though 
moderate) and to. the devaluation-induced exchange risk premium. 
This resulted in continuing large government deficits (as the govern
ment accounting and even the market did not make the appropriate 
inflation adjustment), higher insolvency risk premia (in a typical vi
cious circle), and chilling effects on investment. On balance, unem-
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During the period 1986-89, the real effective exchange rate of the 
entire group of CFA countries appreciated by 5.9% while the terms of 
trade declined by 29%. At the same time there were large and signifi
cant divergences among the countries in each of these indicators. For 
the terms of trade, Benin experienced a 57% adverse movement while 
Burkina Faso saw no measurable change. For real effective exchange 
rates, Cameroon experienced a 33% appreciation, while Niger had a 
25% depreciation. The overall external deterioration required overall 
structural adjustments and at the same time divergences between the 
members required intra-block-adjustments. These divergences were in 
large part due to the fact that the goods exported and imported by 
each country are different (affecting the terms of trade), the share of 
trade with F ranee and with other countries are dissimilar, and infla
tion rates are different amongst the countries (affecting real effective 
exchange rates). In retrospect, it is clear that countries were not com
mitted to policy coordination with France and with each other given 
the size of divergences in real effective exchange rates. 

In sum, while fixing to the franc and their special arrangement 
with the French Treasury afforded these countries savings in the form 
of external reserve requirement and forced monetary discipline, when 
they were confronted with two external developments - substantial 
appreciation of the French franc and a major deterioration in the 
terms of trade - they were unable to adopt necessary policies which 
would have further increased unemployment. Fixed parities and sup
port from the French Treasury postponed the required real adjust
ments. The loss of international competitiveness and divergent poli
cies amongst the CFA countries resulted in distortions. Structural and 
macro-economic adjustments were postponed for a time with substan
tial costs in foregone output but eventually massive adjustments had 
to be accepted in 1994. 

4.5. East Asia, Russia, Latin America 

The essential facts of the Asian crisis of 1997-98 have been as follows. 
Financial markets in Asian countries were liberalized to attract capital 
inflows and real resource transfers in order to support rapid economic 
growth. A substantial proportion of the inflows came in the form of 
foreign bank lending. Foreign banks did not consider what their loans 
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were financing. Instead they justified their loans on the basis. of 
broadly sound country economic fundamentals and the expectatton 
that the loans (in dollar terms) were implicitly guarantee_d b;:- the re
spective governments. To differing degrees the borrowmg m these 
countries was by local banks (70% in South Korea and roughly 40% 
in Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia) and the bal~nce by non-banks. 
Domestic banks borrowed at a significantly lower Interest rate abroad 
and their assumption that exchange rates were essentially fixed ~or the 
foreseeable future led them to assume that there was no foretgn ex
change risk. The banks in the affected countries finan~ed purchase~ of 
land, buildings, shares in the stock market and unprofitable :xpa~ston 
by local conglomerates. The local banks were _encouraged m thts ex
cessive lending frenzy because they had a large mterest spread (domes
tic lending rate minus dollar borrowing rate from abr?ad), the?' as
sumed no exchange risk and they did not assess the nsk as:octated 
with projects that they financed as they felt they would be bmled out 
(moral hazard). Their balance sheets 'appeared' sound as long as the 
prices of land, rents and stocks continued to rise and exchange rates 

were fixed. 
The crisis started with Thailand and rapidly spread first to coun-

tries in the same geographic region and later to. other r:gions of the 
world. Krugman (1998) in his explanation relies heavtly on moral 
hazard and the conjecture that local institutions ;rere not et;co~rag_ed 
to focus on expected returns but instead they picked the nskiest Ill

vestments with lower (and sometimes even negative) expected_ r_etur~s. 
Stiglitz (1998) focuses on bad private ~ector investment de~ISlons m 
the countries. With the onset of a ma;or bankruptcy, foretgn banks 
would not continue to roll over short-term loans, much less extend 
new loans to local banks and non-bank borrowers, resulting in capital 
outflows. At the same time locals exerted further pressures by export
ing their own capital before it was too late. The crisis country's Fx re
serves were a fraction of the short-term external debt that was matur
ing and of the indigenous M1 or M2 mom;y supply." The country 
was thus engulfed in a financial crisis. F or:tgn banks t~ok a l?ok at 
other countries in the region and determmed that thetr lendmg to 
other countries was tainted by some of the same symptoms. They 

22 In mid-1977, South Korea's short-term debt was o:rer 300% of its F~ r_eserves, 
while the figure for Indonesia and Thailand was approachmg 200% (BIS stattsucs). 
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thus halted their lending to these other countries. The crisis became 
'regional'. Speculators placed their bets and speculation speeded up 
the whole process. 

While the crisis is in large part a banking problem, attributable 
to t~e absence _of adequate pmdential and regulatory supervision, ex
~esstve borrowmg from abroad and the financing of questionable pro
;ects by banks, exchange arrangements have also made their contribu
tion to these ad:rerse development;;. The manifestation of the prob
lems was excesstve short-term capital inflows and it is somewhat a 
matter of semantics whether better supervision or capital controls 
should ~ave been t~e solution (as both could have reduced foreign 
borrowmg). Countnes essentially pegged their currencies to the US 
dollar. _Whi~e the authoritie_s might have tried to control capital flows 
(essentially mflows), they dtd not. The door to capital inflows was left 
fully open. This coupled with implicit government exchange rates 
guarant~es (under essenti~lly _fixed rates) encouraged excessive foreign 
borrowmg (at lower foretgn mterest rates), especially short-term bor
rowing. These policies sowed the seeds of economic instabilities that 
ensued. Currencies became increasingly overvalued, both because of 
the appreciation of the_DS dollar relative to the yen (while Japan was 
a ma;or market for the1r exports) and the lower rate of US inflation." 
The overvalued currencies exacerbated trade balances (already affected 
by slow growth in Japan) and resulted in current account deficits that 
were not sustainable. Unfortunately the current accounts had been 
largely financed by short-term debt as opposed to FDI. The clear sig
nal to international financial markets was that to the extent that the 
combined foreign exchange resources of the central bank and financial 
~nst!tut~ons was significantly less than the maturing short-term debt, 
msututtons could not honor their foreign obligations and thus specu
lation was a reasonable bet. 

Countries clearly forgot the difficulties associated with a fixed 
exchange rate regime; and as their economies heated up, the fixed ex-

23 h . 
. S~c. s {1997, pp. 234-36) stresses the problematic role of fixed rates in the East 

Asian cnsts. He compared _the percentage year-over-year changes in nominal exchange 
rates of South East countnes to that of European countries for the period August 20 
1997 over ~ugust 20, .1996; August 20, 1997 was during the so-called currency crisi~ 
~ut ?-?t at tts f.'eak. ~1s results are that depredation (relative to US dollar) had been 
~lJ?nthcantly h1g~er m ~urope .. Thus the size of the depreciation in the Asian coun
nes was dramattc only m that ll occurred over a short time period. 
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change rate limited their ability to raise domestic interest rates. 
Moreover, while they might have been able to at least partially con
trol capital inflows, they did not consider the fact that they would 
have even less control over capital outflows. Some of the debate sur
rounding the Asian crisis has been focused on the role of international 
institutions. Some argue that if international institutions had not 
bailed out creditors in the Mexican crisis and if they had made it clear 
that there would be no future bailouts, then private markets might 
have assessed lending risk more correctly. Others argue that private 
markets do not appropriately assess international lending risk no mat
ter what.24 \XIhatever the positive or negative role of international in
stitutions in the Asian crisis, exchange rate arrangements, the implicit 
and explicit judgement of cross-border risk assessment and inadequate 
supervisory oversight have been at the center of the currency crisis 
that ensued. 

In sum, in looking at all these cases, it appears that countries 
have forgotten the simple lessons of the Bretton Woods era. The 
problems of fixed rates have been exacerbated by increasing capital 
mobility and financial liberalization. Floating rates have not lived up 
to. all their theo.retical expectations, again largely due to increasing 
capital mo.bility and financial liberalization. And finally one exchange 
rate system may not be the best regime for all. 

5. Measures to patch up the system 

To. repair, or even to patch up, the international payments system one 
must first agree as to its existing problem(s) or shortcoming(s). While 

24 simply said, the argument is as follows. Private investors or speculators 
(banks, institutional investors and individuals) do not have the basis, the information 
(especially the inadequacy and the time lag of short·term capital flow information) 
and the tools to assess all the political and economic risks of investing in foreign mar
kets (with the possible exception of Canada and Western Europe). They go on invest
ing almost in a vacuum. The crisis is then sparked when a high profile investor 
(speculator) withdraws his or her funds. Then the herd instinct takes over, everyone 
wants to repatriate their funds and the currency collapses. Investors (speculators) lose 
some appetite for risk, similar markets go through the same turmoil. Eventually in
vestors (speculators) lose all appetite for risk and a global financial retrenchment en
sues. 
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trois, it is also generally recognized that it is difficult to enforce capi

tal controls. · d"f 
Theoretically, the desirability of unimpeded capital_flows IS . I-

ficult to deny, yet other supportive policies should be m place 1f a 
country is to reap the benefits while minimizing the. costs. At a 
minimum a number of other policies are needed: consistent mac.ro
economic 'policies, sound regulation and supervision of the banki?g 
sector, competition in the financial sector, and respect for commercd 
laws and their fair enforcement." These elements cannot be decreed 
or put into place overnight but take time and deliberat~ effort. 

T 
0 

the extent that countries need to buy some ume to develop 
the necessary supportive policies for the free flow of capital, some 
form of capital controls may be contemplated.". While _capital con
trols can be on inflows as well as on outflows, m practice they are 
usually only on inflows." Ironically, countries ~~ually ·think ab_out 
capital controls principally when the~ face a cns1s. At s~ch a n?'e 
what the authorities want to control1s the outflows, while needmg 
more inflows. But as they impose controls on outflows, they further 
frighten investors and thus the mu~h nee?ed. capit~l inflows. Mor.eo
ver, the damage (on the country's 1mage m fm";;lCJal markets) of Im
posing controls is likely to be long t~rm. Thus 1f controls are needed 
for a transition period it is better to 1mpose them when the economy 
is strong and foreign investor confidence is hig~. 

There are a number of proposals for capital contr~ls. ~he be_st
known proposal for capital controls {to reduce speculanon) 1s an m
ternational tax on Fx transactions." It is argued that the tax would 

25 A simplistic and quick indicate~ o~ e<:Hnpetiti?n in a country'~ fina?cial se~tor 
ma be the degree of foreign ownership Ill Its t;>~nkmg (and other fm~nctal servtces) 
seci'or. Jn many emerging markets1 the authontt~s .h.ave remov~. cap1tal controls -
one dimension of openness - while strictly prolubmng competltlon from abro_a? -
another dimension of openn~ss. Sadly? in many instances the ~bsence of compeuuon 
has resulted in unsound banking practices and mces.tuous relauons. , . 

26 Capital controls are restrictions on transactions th~t affect a country s capltal 
account (basically foreign direct portfolio invest~ents) Of Ill Ot~er WOrds these are rr 
strictions on the niovement of assets across nattonal boundanes. E_xchange ~ontro s 
are broader than capital controls in that they can also affect expenditures on 1mports 

and exports. . · 1 f1 · · 
27 An important and practical reason is tha~ inv~nably capt~a out ows. are cntt· 

cal to asset holders in times of panic; in sue~ a s1t~auon, they wtll do anythmg to get 
their money out (necessity is the mother of _mventwn). 

28 Tobin (1978) and more recently Tobm (1997). 
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have a. negligible impact on trade and on long-term capital flows be
c_ause It woul? ~ssess financial transactions depending on their dura
non. T~e bas1c 1mpact of such a _tax is increased financial market seg
mentatiOn an_d thus greater pohcy autonomy, assuming that short
term speculanve flows are largely counter-productive. \Vhile there are 
a number of objections to such a tax, the major problem is that of en
forc~ment. Another proposal which essentially achieves the same re
sult ~! dual exchange rates as proposed by Modigliani and Askari in 
1973 and more recently by Dornbusch.30 In this proposal countries 
would use .a fixed rate, or a crawling peg, for commercial transactions 
and a flex1ble rate for all capital account transactions. There are at 
l~ast thr~e objecti?ns to this proposal. By decoupling capital transac
tiOns (with a floaung rate), the volatility of the floating rate may be
c~me e~en more pronounced; one could argue that there is little cost 
with th1s bec~use the re~ sector is unaffected. By adopting a fixed rate 
for commerc1al transactions, monetary policy independence is lost; to 
the extent _that the rate of ~raw! is significant, then this objection will 
be of less 1mport"?ce. ~h1rd, it_ remains true that with fixed parities 
we lose the benefit of mternatwnal capital movement in that such 
movements are determined by the size of the current account instead 
of the size of the current account being determined by desirable 
movements of capital. 

The contrasting policies towards financial liberalization and 
cap!tal flows can be_ seen in the recent experience of East Asia and of 
Ch1le. The East As1an countries essentially opened up their financial 
markets {t~ ?a pita! ~ows but not to foreign competition) while Chil
ean authonnes re.tamed some degree of control over capital inflows 
{but all?wed fore1gn competition). The basis for Chile's capital con
trol policy was that short-term capital flows could move out much 
fast.er than they moved in and as a result spark a financial crisis. Thus 
Ch1le used a variety of measures to discourage short-term capital 
~ows; 30% of non-equity capital inflows had to be placed in a non
mter~st bearing account for one year at the central bank; Chilean fi
nancial and non-financial corporations could only borrow from 
ab d I "f h · d · · roa on y 1 t ey rece1ve a credit ratmg (from two agencies) as 

~ Modigliani and Askari (1973, pp. 8-9). 
Dornbusch (1986). 
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high as that of the Chilean government; and no foreign capital inflow 
into Chile could be repatriated in less than one year. While some pol
icy makers (Summers) believe in unrestricted capital flows plus sup
porting policies (sound banking regulation and supervision, consistent 
macroeconomic policies and so on), others (Stiglitz) support some re
striction on short-term flows regardless of the soundness of govern
ment policies." Stiglitz gives an interesting analogy. He likens current 
international financial conditions to rough seas, where small boats 
would be in danger no matter how sound the boat. Financial markets 
in small open economies are thus more vulnerable than in a large 
country such as the US. Interestingly, while Chile is invariably held 
up as the developing country with the most innovative market
oriented policies, it is simultaneously the country that imposes sig
nificant restrictions on short-term capital flows. No one argues that 
sound policies are not universally desirable but a number of noted 
economists (f obin being one of the earliest) are now advocating some 
measure of restriction towards short-term capital flows to protect 
even the 'soundest' economy from financial crises. 

At the same time, others question the success of Chile's con
trols." It is argued that capital controls are only a partial reason for 
Chile's sound overall performance and that the major factors are con
sistent macroeconomic policies coupled with an efficient bank regula
tory and supervisory framework, and a healthy level of competition. 
The reasons for these assertions are that capital controls have shifted 
the composition of inflows towards long-term flows; a reduction in 
the overall size of inflows has not been significantly affected and as a 
result real exchange rate behavior has not been significantly altered. 
At the· same time it has been argued that controls have increased the 
cost of capital significantly in Chile relative to that in similar coun
tries, thus reducing the major benefit of capital mobility. 

To the extent that speculation remains strong, macroeconomic 
policy credibility takes on added importance. We still need further 
empirical work as to how markets assess macroeconomic credibility 
to know when speculators will weigh in - an early warning system to 
alert policy makers to speculation. As mentioned earlier, the BIS 
states the view that historical rates of inflation and government 

31 Tbe Economist (March 14-20, 1998, p. 88). 
32 Edwards {1998). 
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· n more overv ued · f d 
mg rate; it) as a result, exports fall d h -even 1 at a ecreas-
gets more and more . a? t e current account balance 
debt service; iiz) the e:::~:e~:efle~un~ a~o the increase in foreign 
ply while inflation is on . mamtam t e level of the money sup
exchange will hold 1 d gomg, plus dou?ts as to how long the fixed 

' ea to extremely h h 1 · 
together with the low f' b'li d 1g rea mterest rates which, 
. pro Ita 1 ty ue to 1 . d . 
Investment· and t'v·' th . overva uatton, un ermtne 
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ll 

l4 :ank for International Settlements (1995, p . 87-89) 
Ch .1 orne of the other countries th 1 pd h' · 

t 55 Israel, Mexico and Peru. at tave use t Js approach include Argentina, 

1 . The different approaches in 1 d d . . 
bartzd)tiOn, fixed rates (with or with~u~ ~~yrw.n ofi~ ft~ed_ rate through official dol
t oar(l9'9a)nd a crawling peg system. For ad' tutt.ona tzfatton by mean.s of a currency 
an 2 . tscusswn o country expenences see Livia-
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. . . s ira! will take off again. All ~ong l.t 
which pmnt the mflauonar>: p h . thing but a speCial van-
must be remembered that thJs approa~ IS noch the country gives up 
ant of a simple fixed exchang_e r~~e an as su 

control over its monetary pohcy: Ch"l d Mexico represent c()n-
The experiences of Argentma, hi e an "ce stabilization. Chile 

. · h th" approac to pn . h 
trasting expenmen~ :V~t IS . na _ adopted fixed parities w1t 
and Mexico - and mmally Argenu r or 'tablita') while Ar
continuous adjustments (that i~, ahcraw ~~~ ~=:e of fixed r;tes. In the 
gentina more rece~tly adopt~ t ~ ~~: government adopted a pre
Chilean and MeXIcan expenmen d ce I. nflation ignoring the 

· al h nge rate to re u ' h did determined nomm exc ;, The Chilean and Mexican approac 
impact on the real sector. f . fl . with the consequence that 

1 . h ergence o m auon, . 1 
not resu t m t e conv . 1 ervalued leadmg to a oss 
real exchange rates became ~nc~easmg :~(instituted in the Spring of 
in competitiveness." Argentmal sdp~ogdr fl t"on and a rate of inflation 

h h hand resute meal 
1991), on t e ot er 'f he United States. Argentina's success. was 
that has been below that 0 t r . al base with the labor umons, 
due to the government's str?ng po !:!c ses thus arresting the infla
which, in turn, helped_ restr~l.n wage mcre~en~ could not force union 

. 1 rher nn Jtary govern . 
tionary splra ; an ea ful More recently Argentma d therefore unsuccess . h" "11 acquiescence an was . with the dollar; t 1s WI 
has floated the idea of replac_ing Its culrrbaenc{ acting as a lender of last 

h blems of Its centra n . 
accentuate t e pro f ml· c policies as domestic eco-d . ·n fu ther rostrate econo r 1 
resort; an It WI r . ·n b come further pro-eye Jca nomic expansions and contractions WI e 

to that of world. d · the South East Asia cri-ll d demonstrate m 
More genera Y, an as. nc (in this case largely the US 

sis of 1997, anchoring to a smgle cu~re Y.ng increasingly overvalued 
dollar) may result in the curre~cy e_corr; ading partner (Japan). This 
relative to the currency (>:en)/ a n;;"'Jor c~ ation of the yen to the dol
happened because of the SJgm !cant epre I 

d that the adoption of a strict currency 
36 More generally, it sh?~ld be also note to b;il out its commercial ba~ks and act 

board system reduces the abtlltty of a c'?unt1 nancial transparency is essenttal for such as a lender of last resort. At t le same ume, 1 

a system to be credible. 

37 See Edwards (1996). . . n ex erience, see Dornbusch, Gold· 
3& For discussion of the Chtl;an and M~~~resti!ates indicate that in both ~htle 

fajn and Rodrigo (1995). E~;.ards -~fe9S~~ine in the permanent .c?m~onent of m~a-
and Mexico there was no Js:erm f h change rate based stabihzauon program . tion differences after the adopuon o t e ex 
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lar. The impact of the effective appreciation of South East Asian cur
rencies against the yen was increasing balance of payments deficits, 
which in turn invited speculative attacks on these currencies. 

5.3. Policy coordination 

Although total monetary policy independence may be the goal, coor
dinated monetary policies may be the best practical solution that is 
available. Economic policy coordination (through organs such as the 
G-7 or the IMF on a broader scale) is the most talked-about option to 
reduce the distonionary effects (such as costly resource adjustments 
and movements towards increased protectionism) of large and inex
plicable long-term exchange rate movements. 

As mentioned earlier, however, it has proven difficult for politi
cians to agree on what to coordinate (prices, unemployment, interest 
rates, and so on). Others have even questioned how policy affects the 
external sector." \'V'hile technical questions concerning policy coordi
nation abound, it would seem that coordination on inflation and un
employment could but only help if politicians were to compromise 
on a trade-off between the two, or even agree on which countries 
should make the adjustment (an issue in all bilateral and multilateral 
arrangements). After all, countries in the EMS have implicitly agreed 
to do much more. They have followed Germany, while more coop
eration would have been without a doubt more productive. 

Another avenue of cooperation to eliminate excessive longer
term exchange rate movements is found in \'V'illiamson's Target 
Zones.

40 

Countries would agree essentially to a target for a real ex
change rate. There would be band around this rate, thus resulting in a 
zone. Simultaneously, there would be an agreed target for minimal 
growth of world demand. Intervention, short-term interest rate pol
icy and fiscal policy would be used to maintain real exchange rates 
within the zone (compatible with the target growth rate of world demand). 

The problem with this proposal is the same as that with other 
forms of coordination on cooperation mentioned above. Moreover, 

39 
Frankel (1987b). 

fi 

40 

Bis original proposal was contained in Williamson (1985). This was later remed m Williamson and Miller (1987). 
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the more complicated the cooperation, the less likely that it will be 
enforceable. 

Finally, as always, there are a number of simple and more so
phisticated monetarist rules to reduce ~xcessive exchange_ rate _move
ments. The problem with any of these 1s that one loses d1scret1onary 
policy options. While most economists focus primarily on_ fixed or 
floating rates, it may be useful to visit the arguments for a smgle c~r
rency arrangement and then to revisit the attributes of our earlier 

I. . 41 
craw mg peg suggestion. 

6. The single currency option 

At times of serious financial crises, radical suggestions are invariably 
forthcoming. During the Asian crisis, the idea that best fits in this 
category has been a proposal for a handful of regional single curren
cies in the spirit of the euro. While such a proposal may enhance the 
likelihood of financial stability, it is doubtful that there are many re-
gions that would qualify as optimal currency area~. . . 

A single currency among a group of cou_ntnes _1s akm to ~e~"?-a
nently fixed rates (with no bands around panty) :V1th no ~oss1b1lity 
for future adjustments in parity. The clear attractiOn of a smgle cur
rency for a large economic area during a period of financial upheaval 
is the expectation that overall currency volatility and speculation 
would be reduced (reduced with countries outside the single currency 
and eliminated between the countries within the area). While this 
may be the case, the prevailing pain associated ':ith volatilitie_s of 1998 
is not by itself a signal that a single currency 1s an appropnate solu
tion. \Vhat are the simple arguments for and against a single curren
cy?" 

A primary benefit of a single currency is the gain from the sav
ings associated with the cost of currency hedging, and increased trade 
and capital flows for the countries adopting the single currency; the 

41 Our proposal was originally contained i~ !"'odigliani and Askari (19!1). Th~ 
proposal was further developed w1th the proposltwns proved and analyzed m Modi
gliani and Askari (1973). 

42 See Mndigliani and Askari (1997a). 
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sin~le currency promo~es. trade and capital flows between the partici
patmg countnes by e_lurunating currency (differential inflation) risk 
~nd currency transaction costs. Second, and following from the first, 
!?creased t~ade_ and capital flows will support more efficient plant 
Sizes, resulting m be'.'efi:S fro'_'l_economies of scale, learning by doing 
and_ other related gams m eff1c1ency. Efficiency will be enhanced in 
capn_al mar~et~. Third, the single currency may also increase labor 
mob1hty Wit~m th~ r_egion. Es~entially these elements improve re
sou~ce allocatwn wnhm the regwn. Fourth, a single currency repre
sentmg a ':"u?h_ larger un!fied economy than that of any one' of the 
members mdJv1dually, :"1!! be a more stable currency and will en
courage furt~er the regwn s trade (and investment) with the rest of 
t?e :-:orld. F1fth, to the ex:ent that. the single currency represents a 
sJgmf1cantly larger econonuc bloc, 1t may become attractive as a re
~erve currency and afford the member countries the benefits of seign
IOrage. 

. T~e . foremost cost. of a single currency for the participants is 
that mdJvJdual~y- they w1ll ~ose control over their monetary and ex
change _rate polic1es. ~ountnes will be faced with the problems associ
ated with asym~etnc shoc~s. In an individual country, the adjust
ments to econom1c shocks w1ll become much more difficult and fiscal 
policy would beco~e the singular instrument of macroeconomic pol
Icy. The ex~cerbatwn of unemployment/inflation among regions 
may _be ameliorated through labor mobility and fiscal transfers. Thus 
the SIZe of ~~e cos_ts ?fa single currency turns largely on the degree of 
la~or mobility wnhm the unified region and on the degree of fiscal 
latnud~ gra?ted to both the central and regional authorities. At the 
same _time It s?ould be noted that in the period leading up to the 
adoptwn of_ a smgle cur~ency, the drive towards convergence between 
the economws may entail substantial economic costs. 43 

. Are there a number of regions that are credible candidates for a 
smg~e cu:r~ncy? The US has it; Europe is getting it. Canada could 
poss1bly_ JOin the US. Political considerations, if not economic ones 
r_ender smgle currencies for other regions an unlikely short-term solu: 
tlon. The two obvious candidates are Latin American and East Asia. 

43 

d . In the :ase of Europe, it could be argued that the period between Maastricht 
an Jntrod~ctton _of euro, the tight monetary policy and Kxed exchange rates that 
wlt h:senttally dtctated to all would-be members was a prime reason for the histori
ca Y tgh levels of unemployment and the resulting loss .in output. 
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. hat these re ions are optimum currency ar-
But it is far from evtdent t . d . gbl for these economies. At the 

. I rency !S es~ra e . h' eas and that a smg e cur d . ds protectionism Wlt m 
. h be ten ene1es towar . 

same nme, t ere may . I suggestion seems to get tts 
such blocs. All in all, the smg e c~rrencyd and the current global fi-
. d f d US economiC recor . . I 

hfe bloo rom goo. 
1
. I d f economic and pohnca com-

nancial crisis but wtth l~t e. rega~ or 
patibilities of countries wtthm regwns. 

7. The case for crawling pegs and what will work for whom 

h ut forward the idea of a crawl-
In 1965, Williamson, ~mon1, o~i=:~ ;'ate Bretton Woods system pre
ing peg syste~ to ;.ej a~ t ed s it was generally believed that gen
vailing at the .nme. n ose ? . ' 11 unacceptable as governments 
eralized f!oatmg would b~ po .lt:ca ~ untries for which trade was a 
wanted some form of ftxe pann~s.ll o I tant to abandon the right 

· f GNP were espeC!a Y re uc d 1 
large pornon o b floating rates woul eave 

I h . hange rates ecause . ' A 
to contro t etr exc k f d 'destabilizing speculanon . s 
them at the mercy of mar et orc~s an was the maximum conces
a result, it was ar~ued that craw~~~ hegse to negotiate. The basis for 
sion towards floanng that .one rmg t op however, was quite diffe-

. I for a crawling peg system, our proposa 

rent.
45 

• ment of capital benefits the world 
First, the internanonal ?'ove . I . ld through the transfer of 

in so far as it tends to equahze soc!~ yt(e hs se full employment na-
f ' Ius' countnes w o 

real resources rom surpf. bl d stic investment at the common 
. I . eeds pro tta e orne . a1 . nona savmgs exc . ( h f 11 ployment nauon savmgs 

Yield) to 'deficit' countnes w ?se. u em t) Therefore we would 
f f. bl domesuc mvestmen . ' . 

falls short o pro lta e · hich a differential m so-
. · 1 yments system m w 

want an mternanona pa ld I d transfer of real resources. . · wou ea to a .. 
cia! ytelds across countnes . . to retain the abthty to 

d h h t tf countnes were . 
\Vfe argue ' owever,. ~ a. 'th widespread wage and pnce 
pursue domestic st.abthzauonf go~ls ~~ a ita! from surplus to deficit 
rigidities, the reqmred trans er o re c p 

44 Williamson (1965). 
45 Modigliani and Askari (1973). 
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countries could not be achieved merely through a high mobility of 
private capital, but that it also required enough long-run flexibility in 
exchange rates to permit the current account balance to accommo
date, at least gradually, the needed real flows. These considerations led 
us to reject fixed rates in favor of at least gradual adjustments of ex
change rates to achieve the transfer. 

Second, given high mobility of private capital and assuming at 
first that no stabilization measures are taken, we showed that cyclical 
disturbances in domestic demand resulting from transient changes in 
the propensity to invest or consume, that is, from transient changes in 
'surplus', will lead to a larger change in aggregate demand of the rest 
of the world (ROW) under floating rates than under fixed rates, be
cause fixed rates impose on the country in which the disturbance 
originates a behavior pattern which dampens its impact on the rest of 
the world. In other words, fixed rates tend to dampen the interna
tional propagation of cyclical disturbances. 

Third, we demonstrated that under fixed rates, the disturbing 
country has the incentive to respond to the initial disturbance by us
ing policies which are stabilizing both for itself and for the ROW 
whereas, with floating rates, the disturbing country has more to gain 
by adopting policies which further destabilize the ROW. 

· The ideal system of international payments would be one that 
allows the transfer of permanent changes in surplus and prevents or 
limits the transfer of cyclical or transient changes in surplus. This 
situation cannot be achieved under either fixed rates {which allow for 
no change in transfer) or under floating ones (which allow the trans
fer of both permanent and transient changes). Nor could one rely on 
a system that permitted selective transfer of one kind of change but 
not of the other because it would be hard to establish whether any 
given change would be transient or permanent. These conclusions 
need to be modified to recognize that, under floating rates, the opera
tion of private markets could be relied upon, to some extent, to con
tain the transfer of resources between the domestic and the foreign 
sector when the disturbance, and hence the interest rate differential, 
were generally recognized to be but transient in nature. In this case, 
in fact, one could expect the spot and the forward rate to move in op
posite directions, reducing the change of the spot rate and the transfer 
of real capital generated by a given differential between domestic and 
foreign rates. Clearly these same conclusions would apply to some ex-
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tent to a system of crawling pegs, provided the system allowed a band 
of permissible fluctuations around parity. It is, in fact, precisely for 
this reason an adequate band should be provided for. However, under 
crawling pegs, if the spot rate, nonetheless, hits the lower limit of the 
band, the monetary authority would be required to intervene, which 
would be appropriate. 

These considerations suggest that crawling pegs may be prefer
able to either pure floating rates or permanently fixed parities. Under 
crawling pegs, in fact, gradual changes in potential surplus - as well as 
other gradual changes tending to impinge on the trade balance such as 
sustained differences in the rate of inflation - could be absorbed 
through gradual changes in parity.46 On the other hand, limitations 
on the rate of crawl would prevent a country from requiring the rest 
of the world to absorb significant short-run changes in imports and 
exports forced on it by rapidly, unconstrained, changes in exchange 
rates. Furthermore, this limitation on the rate of crawl would encour-'' 
age the originating country to take anticyclical policy measures which 
are stabilizing for both itself and for the rest of the world. 

Although the specifics of any crawling peg system would have 
to incorporate both the lessons of the last twenty-five years and their 
political, economic, and financial developments and realities, the 
broad benefits over the current system should be noted. First and 
foremost, volatility and large swings in exchange rates would be sub
stantially diminished, reducing possible adverse effects on trade and 
long-term capital flows. Second, international transmissions of domes
tic economic shocks would be reduced, affording some support to 

policy independence. Third, and as opposed to fixed rates, the gradual 
adjustment in exchange rates would facilitate the needed real resource 
transfer from surplus to deficit countries. Fourth, some exchange rate 
flexibility reduces the build up of speculative pressure and thus largely 
eliminates dramatic crises as experienced in Mexico and in East Asia; 
as opposed to the linear movements in exchange rates under a fixed 
regimes, a crawling peg system explicitly recognizes exchange risk and 
thus dampens speculative flows. While floating rates would also re-

46 It should be recognized that even with a system of crawling pegs, one may 
need some occasional, discontinuous large change in parity if a sudden 'permanent' 
shock of large proportion occurs. In such cases, the appropriate policy measure is to 
float the exchange rate for a short period until a new maintainable level has been es· 
tablished. 

-) 
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d:ce thh likelihood of such severe currency crises, crawling pegs have 
t ese ot er helpful properties mentioned above 

Before discussing what kind of broad sy~tem may be desirable 
for the world, for groups of countries and for individual countries it 
':"ay be useful to repeat our simple, yet fundamental, points. A p~r-
ttcular exchange rate system - fixed floating or 1' · 

ff · · · . . ' craw tng - IS not a 
su tctent condttton for achtevmg specific results Ec · d f' · 1 h . . · onomtc an 1• 
nancia c aractensttcs of a country - such · d d · · . . . as pnce an wage etermt-
natt~n; . degr~e of .fmanct~ liberalization, macroeconomic policy 
credt.bih~y, stze of mternattonal trade and other attributes of eco
nomtc stze such as GDP - are also critical elements I'n h · . . s apmg eco-
nomtc opttons and outcomes under a particular system of exch 

F . . ll'b 1' . ange rates. mancia I era tzatton and the free flow f · 1 · d · bl d h o capita IS esira e 
":' s ould ~e s~pported to the extent that capital movements are mo· 
ttvated by dtffenng social yields and are accompant'ed by 1 f h rea resource 
trans ers; on t ~ other hand, speculative capital flows should be dis-
couraged. ~n. this regard, crawling pegs (which essentially em bod 
short-r~m ftxtty _and long-run flexibility in exchange rates) combin~ 
the desirable attnbutes of fixed and floating rates. 

~t the same time, we should recall the lessons of the Asian 
(e;nergmg m~r~et) crisis. To varying degrees, most commentators at
tnbute the cnst~ to factors such as inadequate domestic financial infra
structure (espectally supervision and regulation of banks) cronyism 
~nsou?d macroeconomic fundamentals, policy credibility,' short-ten,; 
fmancmg d large current account deficits, harmful IMF policy rec
ommen?attons and the like. Invariably, the role of the exchange rate 
system ts neglected or at best given tertiary billing. Exchange rate sys
tems do matter. ~ f!xed ~xchange rate system to one currency (nor
mally the dollar) Is mvanably a bad idea. It may make sense only if 
most of a cou'.ltry's t~ade is with the US and the country has similar 
macroeconomic P,nhcies (essentially similar wage policies) to the US 
and. t~~t t~e matntenance of such a policy commands long-term 
~redibtltty .m f!n~ncial markets. Even then, a country is not immune 

0 speculatton If tts Fx reserves are substantially smaller than its short-
~erm external debt or its M1 or M2 money supply. These standard 
Eraw~acks of pe:manently fixed rates should be readily accepted. 

ven m. 1944, a ttme when international capital mobility was low in 
companson to 1998, the architects of the Bretton \'\foods System fore· 
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saw the need for periodic changes in exchange rates. The basis of their 
expectation was policy divergence. . 

The essence of the proposal would be a system of crawling pegs 
between the three major economic blocs- the US, the EU an? Japa?. 
These three major blocs have several important. ch_a~actenstics m 
common; they have a sizeable GDP; they have a stgmficant share of 
world trade and capital flows; their currencies are used as rese':"es; 
and they have the most credible macroeconomic policies as percetved 
by financial markets. More specifically: 

1) the SDR would be defined as an appropriately weighted 
basket of the dollar, the euro and the yen.47 

il) The currencies of the three major economic blocs would 
crawl against the SDR.48 The three major econ_omic _b~ocs _woul? make 
a serious attempt to coordinate macroeconormc pohctes (mflatwn and 
unemployment). 

iii) Countries outside of the three major economic blocs 
could in theory choose any exchange rate system th~t best suite t~eir 
particular economic and financial .cir~u"?stances - ftxed or. crawlmg 
(with a band size that reflects their mdependence reqmrements) 
against a particular currencr (such _as tho; dollar, the euro, the yel_" ?r 
the SDR) or floating. But m practice, gtven the presumed beneftc~al 
properties of crawling pegs, we would expect that most countnes 
would choose such an arrangement. Fixed and floating would be the 
exceptions and not the norm. This choice would c!o;arly_ depend on 
the volume and the direction of trade, volume and dire~tion ?f lo_ng
term capital flows, other measures of economic ':"d f~nan_cwl s~ze, 
macroeconomic policy credibility, the degree of fmancial hberahza
tion (especially capital mobility), regional trade arran_g:ments, dome~
tic wage (and price) determination, and on the spectftcs of domestic 

47 Our original 1971 proposal was a complete system but it was asy~metric. Al
though it contained more disadvantages than advanta~es for the US, 1t dful~ be 
probably politically unacceptable today. At the same ttme, th~ SDR v:as tf me d td 
have constant purchasing. power in terms of ~ select bas~et of mternauona Y tra e 
goods This we believe would be still the desuable soluuon today. However, _for .the 
ease of negotiations one could start with a SDR that is a currency basket and m ttme 
move towards a constant purchasing power SDR. . . . 

4S The rate of crawl and the w.idth of the band of perm~sstble_fluctuattons co~ld 
vary from cou~try to coun~rY. a~d would de_pend on the vanous circumstances of In* 

dividual countnes (see Modtgltam and Askan 1971). 
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financial and labor markets. In the case of a fixed rate or a crawling 
peg, a country should be realistic as to the currency (or basket of cur
rencies) it chooses to fix to or to crawl against. Volume of trade and 
financial flows with the currency (or basket of currencies) should be 
primary determining factors. 

. iv) . !he inter?ational community would seriously explore 
the desirabdtty of vanous measures to discourage short-run specula
tive capital flows. 

Invariably at times of financial crises, there are pressures to sug
gest new international financial systems. The present crisis is not dif
ferent. Presidents, finance ministers, governors of central banks and 
academics are floating their ideas on a daily basis. In many instances, 
their ideas will require a great deal of discussion and time before they 
can be implemented. Our simple suggestion for a crawling system be
tween the three major currencies can be quickly put into place. 

8. Conclusion 

Looking back over the last twenty-five years, and keeping the Bretton 
Woods experience in mind, most, if not all of the lessons are well 
known. 

Under a system of floating rates, exchange rates have not be
haved in an orderly manner to reflect changing economic fundamen
tals. In the short nm, speculation reeks havoc and does not appear to 
be stabilizing. Over the longer run, speculation coupled with differen
~ial spo;eds of adjustment in asset and goods markets result in large and 
mexphcable movements in exchange rates. Such volatile short- and 
long-term exchange rate behavior can hardly be helpful to interna
tional trade in goods or to the movements of long-term capital moti
vated by differing social yields across countries. Unfortunately, we do 
not have a good handle on the size of such potential costs. Yet we 
know that more stable exchange rates could but only be helpful. 
Spec:'lation, almost perfect capital mobility and lack of macroeco
nomic policy credibility of governments have diminished one of the 
most important a priori advantages of floating over a fixed system, 
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namely, that of monetary policy independence. Independent mone
tary policy may have been further eroded in countries where real 
wages are unchangeable because of strong escalator clauses. In the 
past, due to these disappointments with the floating experiences, some 
countries have opted to fix their currencies to a strong 'anchor', at 
times at an enormous cost in terms of national competitiveness and 
output. What policies and approaches may be helpful for the future? 

First, the international community should seriously consider 
policies to reduce disruptive speculation. While international move
ment of capital which is motivated by differing social yields is benefi
cial to the extent that real resources flow from surplus (where full 
employment national savings exceeds profitable domestic investment 
at the common yield) to deficit countries, short-term speculative 
flows entail significant costs and may cause serious currency crises. 
Although it may be difficult to eliminate speculative capital flows, the 
stakes are so high that it is worth serious study and effort. The Chi!-_ 
ean experience with controls to shift inflows in favor of long-term 
flows, while raising other questions, deserves further study. However, 
broad capital controls, while difficult to enforce, would also reduce 
the substantial benefits of long-term capital flows. 

Second, countries should be encouraged to enhance their mac
roeconomic credibility by affording their central banks more auton
omy, improving their inflation record and by maintaining consistent 
policies over the long haul. 

Third, although policy coordination has proved elusive in the 
past, it may be more palatable between the three major economic 
blocs. The success of simple policy coordination (inflation and unem
ployment) between the three largest economies is more likely than a 
more complicated policy coordination between a larger number of 
countries. 

Finally, crawling combines the benefits of floating (resource 
transfer and some measures of monetary policy independence) and 
fixed rates (some measures of policy discipline and insulation from ex
ternal economic shocks). Moreover, limited short-run exchange rate 
flexibility resulting in non-linear exchange rate movements may tend 
to reduce speculation over a fixed rate system while reducing short
run exchange rate volatility. While a crawling system may not be for 
all countries, it may be a useful system for most countries. \Y/e suggest 
that the currencies of the US, the European Union and Japan should 
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crawl against. a newly constructed SDR (an appropriately weighted 
basket of the~r t~ree currencies or preferably defined to have a con
stant purc~a~mg In terms of a select basket of internationally traded 
goods~. This .Is a proposal that can be readily and quickly adopted as it 
essenu_ally directly mvolves only three entities - the US, the Euro
pean smgle currency area and Japan. In general, countries or country 
groups, should C:Pt. for a fixed, floating or crawling syste~ depending 
on the characteristics of their financial markets (cap1"tal b"l" ) h 
· d d" · f · rna 1 Ity , t e 

s1z~ an Irectwn o their trade, their economic size, the flexibilit of 
their _labor markets and _wage _adjustment characteristics, and on their 
perceived macroeconomic pohcy credibility by financial markets. 
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